
See What Our 
Proprietary 
System Can Do 
Here’s one of several Case Studies 
we have performed using our system to 
Launch and Rank on Amazon. 

+ more details about this case study 
when you purchase any of our Amazon packages!

Get

FREEup to date training 
on our system 



The Campaign
This is a relaunch campaign in which we used Helium10 
to determine the amount of units we should be giving 
away. For this campaign, we gave away 50% of the 
amount of units suggested by Helium10:

We gave away 50% of the units suggested, to target 
Longtail keywords that support a Primary Keyword.
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Results

We distributed rebates over a period of 2 weeks. 
During that time, we also distributed blog articles, 
which targeted the same keywords as the rebates 
and were linked to the PRs. 

This was to drive more external traffic to the listing:

You can see we kept distributing 
content even after the campaign 
ended. The reason we do this is to 
solidify some keywords that, while 
they are reaching top positions, 
they are still fluctuating. The goal 
here is to get them to plateau.

When the campaign ended 
keyword ranking improved 
significantly, specially for seed 
keywords. You can see a 
comparison of the position 
they were in before the 
campaign stacampaign started (blue line) 
compared to the position they 
reached after the two weeks 
this campaign lasted 
(orange line).

Date Type of Content

June 18th

June 20th

June 26th

June 27th

July 2nd

July 3rd

Written PR

Video PR (BOOSTED)

Written PR

Written PR

Written PR

Article



You can particularly see improvements on our seed 
keyword up close, which was “chef knife”.

We can also see an amazing increase 
in sales, comparing sales for the exact 
2 week period in the month before the 
campaign and the sales that incurred 
during the campaign. 

This Could Be 
Your Product!

Book a call with our AMZ Help Team today to learn more about 
our Launch & Rank proprietary system:

CALL US NOW
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